Guidance for International Students

Concierge members give guidance on how to use the library and search materials for newcomer international students. Library walking tour included.

Guidance in Korean, Thai and Indonesian are also available by request. Please email us.

5th Global Session

World's Flour Recipes
easy + low cost = Happy!

OCT. 14 (Fri) 15:00-17:00

International Student Concierge members give presentations about their national meals made from flour.

*Presentations are in Japanese.

Book Exhibition

“Mysterious Japan”

Exhibition of books to discover the mysterious side of Japan. Ninja, Yokai, Yurei(ghost) and other mysteries are waiting for you!

●Please refer to the website or fliers for more information.

Contact: Reference Desk at Main Lib    Tel: 022-795-5935    Mail: desk@grp.tohoku.ac.jp